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Question: 1

When developing a project with multiple applications to automate, how many developers do you assign
to each application?

A. 4
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3

Answer: A

Question: 2

To run an RPA solution, the Robot must log in and register to the Pega server.
You set the credentials for an RPA Robot by__________________________.

A. selecting RPACredentials from the Runtime menu
B. editing and saving the credentials within the RuntimeConfig.xml
C. setting the credentials within the solution code on startup
D. using the default system credentials

Answer: A

Reference:
https://community1.pega.com/community/product-support/question/vms-register-pega-7-platform

Question: 3

DRAG DROP
You are evaluating business requirements and reviewing each adapter.
Move all of the Adapter Steps to the Adapter review Order column and place them in the correct order.
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Answer:

Question: 4

When performing application discovery, it is important that
you ___________________ and _________________. (Choose Two)

A. write automations to accomplish the basic search functionality of the application
B. interrogate 100 percent of the controls required for the use case
C. interrogate representatives of all controls required for the use case
D. utilize test methods to validate that you can interact with representatives of the controls in the use
case

Answer: CD
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Question: 5

The business requirement states that the solution is triggered from a screen pop-up when a new phone
call is delivered to the user.
When you develop the solution to handle this automation trigger, which two items do you need to
consider? (Choose Two)

A. The application type (Windows or Web) in which the screen pop-up starts
B. The total execution time for the automation handling the screen pop-up trigger
C. Another screen pop-up occurs before the first caller disconnects and the first process finishes
D. Multiple configuration items to handle different environments

Answer: AB


